
Designing English 

 

The exhibition Designing English at the Bodleian Library 2017-18 will illustrate the layout of 

English literature in handwritten manuscripts and inscriptions across the Middle Ages, from 

Old English picture books to early Tudor plays and manuals for handling swans. It will 

trace the different spaces granted to English through the first thousand years, from stray 

notes scratched into Anglo-Saxon herbals or fragments of lost medieval songs in the 

margins, to masterpieces placed centre-page and framed by illustration and illuminated 

borders; it will cover both books and other objects, from grisly tombs to charms written on 

food. This exhibition will cover the experiences of both the makers and the users of texts: the 

ways that craftspeople presented English and handled the visual design of pages, and the 

ways that readers were guided by these things in their responses. It will uncover the craft of 

the scribes, painters and engravers who designed pages and other objects, to preserve, 

clarify, present, adorn, authorize and interpret writing in English. And it will bring to life 

how readers responded not just to the words on the page but to the graphic design. 

The exhibition will focus on English; it will, though, also show the place of English 

alongside the other languages which were more commonly written in medieval England – 

often squeezed into glosses or margins – and which influenced the layout of English. But it 

will suggests that, as a rarer subject for copying throughout the Middle Ages, English works 

needed scribes and artists to be inventive, even experimental, in designing and redesigning 

the book. Such engaged and innovative practice has resonance with the twenty-first century, 

in which many people have to experiment in desktop publishing – choosing fonts, laying out 

pages – photo-shopping, interior design and consumerism which make people sharply 

attuned to graphic design, in books and digital media and other objects. 

The exhibition will have six sections, each covering diverse texts and periods, but 

with an overarching theme in the process of design for makers and users. 

1) Making Space for English 

This section notes how people decided whether or not English was worth copying, as the 

fortunes of the language fluctuated across the Middle Ages. 

2) Making Pages 

This section considers how people chose the right physical format for English works, in the 

size and shape of books, and other tools such as rolls or folded sheets. 

3) Pages for Reading 

This section reveals how scribes made books user-friendly, by dividing works into manageable 

sections, and by providing glosses, tables of contents, indexes and marginal annotations. 

4) Decorating Pages 

This section explores why books were decorated with pictures and diagrams, say, to clarify 

scientific information, to delight people reading for pleasure or to show off owners’ wealth. 

5) Pages for Voicing 

This section shows how people prepared pages as cues for performances, in preaching, music, 

drama and poetry reading. 

6) English in Space 

This section surveys where else people wrote English, in inscriptions on artefacts and 

buildings, from a child’s grave to charm on an apple. 

 


